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THE POWER OF GIVING 

Endowment 
Total*

NUMBER OF ALUMNI DONORS *
74% 9,644$147,381,130*

NUMBER OF GIFTS & PLEDGES *

51,001

20,534
NUMBER OF DONORS *





$208,615,036†

†36% increase

*As of 12/31/17

“Because of your generous support, I will be the 
first in my family who will be able to afford to go 
to college.” 

ALEX GOMES (’21), Martin Scholar

74%
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS 
THAT RECEIVE FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE

$8,110
AVERAGE 
UNDERGRADUATE 
UNMET FINANCIAL 
NEED

AMOUNT RAISED TOWARD  
OUR $200M GOAL
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Exponential: The Campaign for UNC 
Charlotte was launched as part of the 
University’s 70th anniversary and 
inaugural Founders Celebration on 
September 22, 2016. Exponential is 
the largest campaign in the history 
of UNC Charlotte with a goal of 
$200 million. 

Exponential celebrates the dramatic 
trajectory of growth of UNC 
Charlotte and its 130,000 alumni. 
The campaign focuses on four major 
pillars that support, promote and 
motivate student and faculty success: 
opportunity, resources, talent and 
impact. More than simply increasing 
student scholarships, improving the 
student experience, recruiting skilled 
faculty and supporting key programs, 

Exponential offers everyone — alumni, 
business leaders and the University 
community — the opportunity to 
shape a future that is even more 
exciting than the University’s past.

“UNC Charlotte is a leading urban 
research university with national and 
global scope,” said Chancellor Philip L. 
Dubois. “This campaign undoubtedly 
will bring exponential returns, serving 
the interests of students, faculty and 
staff at UNC Charlotte as well as many 
industries and residents of the region.”

The campaign was announced at the 
University’s Student Union, which 
was named the Karen A. Popp and 
Demond T. Martin Student Union, 
after two prominent alumni. 

6,285
AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAILY VISITORS 
TO THE POPP MARTIN STUDENT UNION

11,028
EVENTS HELD IN THE PAST YEAR AT 
THE POPP MARTIN STUDENT UNION

THE POWER OF EXPONENTIAL:  
THE CAMPAIGN FOR UNC CHARLOTTE 

Gene Johnson (’73), chair of Exponential, 
kicks off the campaign in the Popp Martin 
Student Union on September 22, 2016.
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THE POWER OF COMMUNITY

The Jamil Niner Student Pantry, named in honor of Dhiaa (’78) and Hope Jamil 
in August 2016, provides assistance to UNC Charlotte students who struggle 
with food insecurity. Mr. Jamil, secretary of the University’s Board of Trustees, 
first heard about the idea of launching a food pantry at a Trustee retreat. “I 
perked up because the idea brought me back to a certain time in my life,” 
said Jamil, speaking about his time as a college student. “I worked, struggled 
and relied on the giving of others. Some people call it food insecurity. I call 
it hunger. I would have loved to have a place like this when I was in school.” 
Jamil and his family have been strong supporters of the food pantry since its 
inception. His wife, Hope, regularly volunteers at the pantry.

10,000
POUNDS OF FOOD DONATED 
SINCE THE PANTRY OPENED

FOOD LION AND TIAA 
ARE THE PANTRY’S 
CORPORATE SPONSORS
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The Christine F. Price Center for Counseling and Psychological Services, named 
in honor of the enduring spirit and tenacity of alumna Christine F. Price (’82),  
supports the holistic well-being and academic success of students and 
contributes to a healthy and inclusive campus climate. In addition, the Center 
supports the academic mission of the University by serving as a training 
site for graduate students and supports scholarly activity and professional 
development of staff.

Christine and her husband, Joe L. Price (’83), chair of the University’s Board 
of Trustees, have a long history of service to the University, including 
financially supporting Exponential. “Both Joe and Christine have long been 
committed to supporting our campus and our students,” said Chancellor 
Philip L. Dubois. “They recognize the power of giving and receiving help 
— a tenet upon which UNC Charlotte’s counseling services are based.”

2,153
STUDENTS RECEIVED SERVICES FROM THE 
PRICE CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES IN 2017
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THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIPS

UNC Charlotte was proud to accept a $2 million 
commitment from the Duke Energy Foundation to support 
the Charlotte Engineering Early College and the Women in 
Computing Initiative.

The Charlotte Engineering Early College (CEEC) is an 
innovative partnership between Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Schools and UNC Charlotte, started in 2014, to attract 
high school students interested in STEM education, with a 
specific emphasis on engineering. 

As part of Duke’s gift, CEEC received $900,000 to support 
summer bridge programs, summer research experiences 
and scholarships. In addition, the College of Computing and 
Informatics’ Women in Computing Initiative received $750,000 
to support the Students and Technology in Academia, 
Research and Service Leadership Corps Scholarship. The 
remaining funds support other UNC Charlotte programs in 
Athletics and the Lee College of Engineering.

“I cannot express how important it is for initiatives like 
the Charlotte Engineering Early College and Women in 

1,185
NUMBER OF COLLEGE CREDIT 
HOURS EARNED BY CEEC 
STUDENTS DURING THE  
2016-2017 ACADEMIC YEAR

3.2
OVERALL GPA OF CEEC 
STUDENTS DURING THE  
2016-2017 ACADEMIC YEAR

Computing to benefit from the support of partners such 
as Duke Energy,” said Chancellor Philip L. Dubois. “These 
cutting-edge programs enhance the value of the University 
in the greater Charlotte community, as well as the state and 
the entire country.”

Building on the success of CEEC, UNC Charlotte opened 
its second early college in partnership with Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools in September 2017. Forty-nine high 
school students interested in a teaching career are currently 
enrolled in the five-year Charlotte Teacher Early College 
(CTEC), which is the only program of its kind in North 
Carolina and one of the first in the country. 
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The Charlotte Teacher Early College is housed in the Cato College of 
Education, which was named for the Cato Corp. during a campus 
celebration in November 2016. The retailer of women’s fashions and 
accessories made a $5 million gift to the University to fund the 
Cato Scholarship for Education. In addition, the Cato Award for 
Faculty Excellence is being established to retain the highest-
quality faculty for the Cato College of Education. 

Alumnus John Cato (’73) serves as chairman, president and 
chief executive officer of the Cato Corp. and serves on the 
Belk College of Business Advisory Board.

“I want my students to be able to think beyond their own 
personal experiences, sympathize with others, interact in a 
diverse population and excel in a community.” 

DEANNA CURETON, CEEC teacher and the 2017 CMS Teacher of the Year

2,341
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE 
CATO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
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THE POWER OF FACULTY AND STAFF GIVING

When it comes to Giving Green, records are meant to be 
broken. The campaign is an annual campus-wide initiative 
for faculty and staff that encompasses fundraising efforts 
for the Charlotte Arts & Science Council (ASC), the 
State Employees Combined Campaign (SECC) and the 
UNC Charlotte Foundation. 

“2017 was another record-breaking year, which is a testament to 
the pride we have as 49ers,” said Stacie G. Young (’98) director 
of annual giving. “It also demonstrates our commitment to 
advance the mission of the University, and it shows our concern 
to improve the quality of life for our friends and neighbors in 
the greater community.”

Beyond the financial support, employee volunteers donated 
their time in service to the community. More than 100 faculty 
and staff volunteers contributed time valued at $8,135 to 
assist various projects with local nonprofits; the projects 
were organized as part of the Giving Green Campaign by the 
Community Relations and University Events Office.

7,659
NUMBER OF SERVICE HOURS 
COMPLETED BY FACULTY AND STAFF

Giving Green co-chairs 
Jeanne Madorin and 
Richard Buttimer celebrate 
the success of the 2017 
Giving Green campaign 
with colleagues.

2017 GIVING GREEN2016 GIVING GREEN

$207,390
$249,745

865 918

GIFTS GIFTSDONORS DONORS
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As a professor in the humanities, Jeffrey Leak has seen the 
impact scholarships have on students’ lives and the positive 
ripple effects upon families and communities. This is why he 
supports Exponential. “Support activities you believe in,” says 
Dr. Leak. “Big gifts are indeed exponential, but with enough 
smaller gifts tremendous work can be done as well.”

$9.2M
AMOUNT GIVEN BY FACULTY AND 
STAFF (CURRENT AND RETIRED) TO 
EXPONENTIAL AS OF 12/31/17

Anna Helms (’12), executive assistant for constituent relations, is 
proud to support Giving Green.
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THE POWER OF EVERY GIFT

Crowdfund UNC Charlotte is an online platform 
that enables students, faculty, staff and alumni 
to generate funding for smaller, but impactful 
projects. Twenty-five projects have been selected 
since the launch of Exponential, including the 
Helping Hand project, a student organization 
that raised $6,500 to purchase 3-D printers and 
materials to produce full recreational prosthetic 
arms for children with limb differences. 

$277,842.64
AMOUNT RAISED THROUGH  
CROWDFUNDING AS OF 12/31/17 2017 #NINERNATIONGIVES

$223,264

1,410

GIFTSDONORS

#NinerNationGives is an 
opportunity for 49ers, both 
here in Charlotte and globally, 
to celebrate the University. For 
49 hours in September, Niner 
Nation was asked to show pride 
in UNC Charlotte by making a 
gift to their favorite college or 
unit, by wearing green and by 
spreading the word via social 
media using #NinerNationGives.
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UNC Charlotte has played an 
important role in Karen Popp’s (’80)  
life. As an undergraduate, she 
was very active on campus as 
an athlete and a student leader. 
Most notably, she was the first 
woman in the UNC system to be 
elected president of the Student 
Government Association. 

“UNC Charlotte is simply a part of my DNA, and that is why 
I chose to make a lead gift to Exponential.” 

208
NUMBER OF BONNIE E. CONE SOCIETY MEMBERS 
(COMBINED HOUSEHOLDS) AS OF 12/31/17

THE POWER OF YOUR LASTING LEGACY 

“An international experience provides 
students with the opportunity to learn about 
foreign cultures, relations and communication 
while understanding more about their own. 
Speaking multiple languages, valuing diversity 
and differences as they engage cross-
culturally have never been more important 
as we prepare our graduates for careers in a 
competitive global economy.” 

JOËL GALLEGOS, assistant provost of international programsKaren and Joël are both members of the Bonnie E. Cone Society, in 
recognition of their planned gifts to the University.
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THE POWER OF  
ENDOWMENTS & SCHOLARSHIPS

As a first-generation college student, Demond Martin (’97) 
committed himself to study, service and campus leadership, 
in the process becoming student government president as a 
sophomore and meeting his future wife, Kia (’98). 

Today, Martin continues his engagement at UNC Charlotte 
by creating and sustaining opportunity for undergraduates 
who share the same dreams he had. Through his and his wife’s 
lead gift to Exponential, the Martin Scholars Program was 
created. The program supports high-achieving students with 
the highest level of financial need. In addition, the program 
provides students with opportunities for professional 
development through specialized programs and financial 
assistance in studying abroad or completing an internship.

> Number of Martin Scholars: 7

> Number of Albert Scholars: 6

> Number of Levine Scholars: 75

> Number of Crown Scholars: 31

> Number of New Scholarships Established: 53

> Amount of Scholarships Awarded: $3.8M 

Professor Jeffrey Leak, Provost Joan F. Lorden and Chancellor Philip 
L. Dubois with the first two graduates of the Martin Scholars program, 
Chelsea Moore and Nephdarlie Saint-Cyr.
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“The Martin Scholarship has positively impacted my life and provided the financial support to 
help me prepare for this endeavor. As Mr. Martin urged the Niner Nation family to seize the 
opportunity to serve and change the world in a small way, it is my desire to change the world one 
person at a time. I am confident that, if I use my resources efficiently to aid others, I will be able to 
significantly impact someone’s life.”

CHELSEA MOORE (’17), English and Economics major and Africana Studies minor

The Martin Scholars meet with Demond (’97) and Kia (’98) Martin. From l: to r: Dante Gil Rivas, Chelsea Moore, Brianna Smith, Demond Martin, 
Kia Martin, Misty Morin, Nephdarlie Saint-Cyr, Bekim Sejdiu and Alexander Gomes.
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THE POWER OF ATHLETICS

Thanks to a generous scholarship, Dana Erato (’97) was able to earn her undergraduate degree at 
UNC Charlotte while serving as four-year captain of the inaugural women’s soccer team. She started 
63 of the 81 games in which she played, tallying 12 goals and 13 assists for 37 points. Dana also 
added four game-winning goals and 100 shots during her career and was a member of the 
program’s first Conference USA Tournament championship squad in 1995.

“I knew the only way I was going to be able to play Division I soccer while getting a stellar 
education was through a soccer scholarship,” says Dana. “UNC Charlotte gave me that 
wonderful gift, and I knew from the day I signed my scholarship papers that I wanted to 
do the same thing for another young soccer player one day.”

Today, Dana and her family are making a difference and paying it forward for 
other student-athletes at UNC Charlotte through an endowed scholarship for 
women’s soccer. 

2,897
NUMBER OF STUDENT-ATHLETE 
COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS 
COMPLETED IN 2017

>50
STUDENT-ATHLETES CURRENTLY 
PLAYING PROFESSIONALLY IN VARIOUS 
SPORTS IN THE US AND ABROAD



“Scientists must analyze information and think of new 
ideas to move forward,” says Dr. Pinku Mukherjee, who 
specializes in breast cancer and pancreatic cancer research. 
She came to UNC Charlotte because she saw opportunity 
here that didn’t exist elsewhere. Now her ideas are found 
throughout publications, patents and a biotech company 
on campus. As the Irwin Belk Endowed Professor for 
Cancer Research at UNC Charlotte, Dr. Mukherjee and 
her team created an antibody, developed diagnostic 
and therapeutic tools, and plan to make more critical 
discoveries on the long road to fight cancer.

WILLIAM RIBARSKY 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

The William Ribarsky Memorial Scholarship honors 
the legacy of former College of Computing and 
Informatics faculty member, the late Bill Ribarsky. 
As one of the nation’s leading authorities in large 
scale data visualization and visual analytics, his work 
is considered key in developing technology for the 
Big Data revolution. He was the Bank of America 
Endowed Chair in Information Technology from 
2004 to 2015, was founding director of the Charlotte 
Visualization Center and chaired the Computer 
Science Department from 2008 to 2014.

The scholarship program will support graduate 
students within the College of Computing and 
Informatics in recognition of excellence and diversity 
in computing.

THE POWER OF RESEARCH



EXPONENTIAL: THE CAMPAIGN FOR UNC CHARLOTTE

North Carolina’s fastest-growing public university has been both the vehicle 
for and the power behind the exponential rise of our students, who 
have helped fuel our region and our economy. Each day, we multiply 
intellectual capital, human curiosity and a wealth of student and faculty 
talent by the factor of bold commitment. Exponential: The Campaign 
for UNC Charlotte offers you the chance to be an essential (and 
exponential) part of our growth, our success, our ability to provide 
opportunities to dedicated and committed students and our 
mission of lifting our region and our citizens even higher.

> Office of University Development 
exponential.uncc.edu


